Wessler and Indianapolis Airport Authority Win the Grand Project Award

The Grand Project Award was presented to Wessler Engineering and owner Indianapolis Airport Authority for the Stormwater and Deicing Capacity Projects. Primary objectives of the project were to provide conveyance, storage and management of stormwater and deicing runoff from existing and planned development areas and relocate the existing 43 MG facility from the north side to the south side of I-70. The project needed to allow for stormwater to be discharged in accordance with IND’s NPDES permit to the appropriate location - a stream when clean and the sanitary sewer system when deicing. Time-tested technologies were applied in new and innovative scenarios to discharge stormwater to the desired location and meet the objectives to coincide with IND’s expansion.

ACEC Indiana President Rick Olson, Earth Exploration, presented the awards with entertaining hosts Dave Dugan and Pat Long, Indiana Chapter- ACPA. Thank you to major sponsor Professional Design Insurance (PDI) Management Corp., represented by Terry Lee and Ken McComb, for helping make this event a success.

View Photos and full project descriptions on ACEC Indiana’s website here: http://www.acecindiana.org/default.asp?page=EEA.

Thanks to Jim Reid, Anchor Media for taking the professional photos. For electronic copies of the plaque photos, email sdunn@acecindiana.org.

Workforce: Changes to the 2nd ACEC Indiana/ TMap Subscription

Due to the impacts COVID-19 has on business, we are extending all TMap subscriptions one month. Current subscribing firms’ 6-month subscription which started on Nov. 1, 2019 will now run through May 31, 2020.

ACEC Indiana non-participating firms can begin engaging in the enrollment process for the upcoming subscription period today! Check out enrollment information, including an updated MOU online. Enrollment and onboarding with TMap can occur any time between now and May 31, 2020.

The upcoming subscription period will exhibit changes to access and the participation fees. Starting in June, subscription to the TMap program will provide firms with full access to every candidate generated through the program. This will ensure that candidates are presented to all subscribing firms and therefore enhance the candidates’ chances at finding a successful match with a firm in Indiana. The fee structure for the upcoming subscription period will be $1,000 for firms with Full-Time Employee (FTE) counts of 50 or less and $1,500 for firms with FTE counts of 51 or more. This fee structure intends to align a higher cost with firms that likely have a larger volume of open positions.

If you have questions regarding the upcoming subscription period, contact Colleen Torres at: ctorres@acecindiana.org.